Hello everyone,

The co-editors-in-chief, Odin and Jieun, would like to formally welcome you all to the team and thank you for showing your interest in being part of the editorial board this year!

The position is completely remote, and you will be assigned approximately 2 articles over the course of the year through our online system to review the submissions. Typically, the submissions begin piling in towards the end of the fall semester and beginning of winter semester. At the moment, we are waiting for students to submit papers. Once there are papers submitted, we will start assigning editors and you will get a notification from us when that happens. From there, you will provide meaningful feedback and review the submissions to ensure they meet high academic standards for publication.

In the meantime, we ask that you create an account (if you haven’t done so already) and select “reviewer role” so that we can send you articles to review.

To collect an up-to-date info on our editors, please fill out the following form at your earliest convenience: https://forms.gle/GNiBSH8i4vxdWmiK6

Lastly, we kindly ask that you disseminate our “call for submission” to your respective institutions, program heads, profs, peers, and/or relevant clubs to encourage more students to submit their papers (see attached doc below)!

We also highly encourage you to submit your own work as an author, through your involvement with Federalism-E!

Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any questions or concerns:

All the best,

OCdt Jieun Lee
OCdt Odin Bartsch
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